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This is the first of our new look Speed 
Works newsletters featuring the Gold 
Homes North Island Endurance Series 
underway, there's plenty to get your 
teeth into in this first issue.

News, interviews, features and 
important links for events - we'll always 
have something to interest you, even if 
it's just our picture gallery!

We have lots of news coming up in the 
next few weeks and events to preview 
and report on so stay tuned!

Geoff Short - SpeedWorks Events
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01. WORLD CLASS

GT3S PUT ON A 
GREAT SHOW 
AS GOLDEN 
HOMES NIERDC 
‘22 BLASTS OFF

The Golden Homes North Island Endurance 
Series began its 2022 season with new stars 
and new cars at Pukekohe and there’s plenty 
more to come for the next round at Taupo 
Motorsport Park at the end of May. 

The Golden Homes Three Hour main event 
developed into a superb battle between the 
Audi R8 of Andrew Waite and Sam Fillmore 
and the new Mercedes AMG of father and son 
team Paul and Ant Pedersen. A great fight saw 
Waite and FiIlmore prevail to take first blood in 
the chase to the title.

There was a controversial end to the race for 
the spectacularly fast and gloriously noisy GT3 
Lamborghini of Chris Van Der Drift and Lance 
Hughes, however. The car had a lead of three 
seconds which lead driver Van Der Drift felt 
the team would have extended easily given a 
planned strategy of completing a double stint 
on their tyres. 

Unfortunately the beautiful harmony of the 
Lambo on full song failed to impress the noise 
detectors the car was forced to call it a day, 
much to the crew’s disappointment.

The weekend also saw the emergence of young 
Ronan Murphy as a force in endurance racing 
aboard John Penny’s superb new GT3 Aston 
Martin. Young Murphy starred in qualifying, 
putting the car third on the grid and a hair’s 
breadth ahead of dad Greg in the Renault RS01.

Behind the top two, Daniel Gaunt and Andrew 
Fawcett came home third in their fabulous 
McLaren 720s while Murphy senior and Shane 

Helms got the better of Ronan and John Penny 
as the two finished fourth and fifth.

With reigning champions Neil Foster and 
Johnny Reid absent for the first round but 
returning for Round 2, along with the Smith/
De Veth McLaren and potentially significantly 
more cars in all three classes, this year’s series 
is only going to get bigger and better. 

In Pukekohe’s One Hour race, Sam Collins 
steered the family run team’s MARC Mustang 
to victory leading home John Midgley’s V8 
SuperTourer. Third was the BMW Z4 GT3 of 
long time endurance racer Marco Schelp up 
from the South Island for the weekend for a 
rare appearance at Pukekohe.

The Two Hour race had the biggest field of the 
weekend and as usual produced plenty great 
racing and incredible variety across the field. 
The first four cars home were a BMW, a Seat 
Supercopa, a V8 Ford Ute and a Toyota 86! 
Paul Burborough’s day came to an abrupt end 
against the wall in his BMW and that will see 
the popular Hamilton racer miss the second 
round whilst repairs are made to the car,

Attention now shifts to the Taupo Motorsport 
Park at the end of May when the second round 
of the 2022 championship takes place with 
more action on the agenda from the Three, 
Two and One Hour racers. Entries are already 
coming in and we want to see YOU out there 
racing too!
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02. ENDURANCE 
RACNG 
LEGENDS – 
PORSCHE 
935

Those of a certain age will remember the 
1970s and 1980s as being great years for 
worldwide endurance racing and Porsche.

Even so, when it first appeared on the race 
tracks, not even the Porsche 935’s biggest 
fans would have envisaged the success and 
longevity to come for the car and it’s variations 
across the whole scope of endurance racing at 
both international and domestic levels.

Of the 370 major endurance races it was 
entered in during its competitive track life 

before Group C and its successor the Porsche 
956 and 62 picked up the baton, 935 secured 
no fewer than 123 victories. 

It won the 1979 24 Hours of Le Mans overall, a 
very rare occasion for a production based non-
prototype car to do so and it claimed victory 
in a variety of other major endurance races 
too, including Sebring, Daytona and iconic 
Nürburgring 1,000km. 

The 935 first ventured out onto the tracks in 
1976 as the factory racing version of the 911 (930) 

Turbo built and prepared for the FIA’s Group 
5 rules. You’d compare those in the first 
instance to the GT3 rules of today, but back 
then Group 5 couldn’t really be considered 
a global category like GT3. And as such, its 
modern day equivalent as a class is probably 
GTE. Having said that, Group 5 cars including 
the Porsche 935 were raced widespread 
and were even the mainstay of the German 
Deutsche Rennsport Meisterschaft (DRM) 
series for a while.

In 1976 the car - an evolution of the Carrera 
RSR 2.1 turbo prototype - was raced only by the 
factory. It featured a 3.3L twin-turbocharged 
flat-six engine which used a mechanical fuel 
injection system. With the extra bolt on bits, 
it produced a whopping 845 hp (670kw) 
though was notorious for some pretty awful 
turbo lag at the lower rpm due to its large 
turbochargers so much so that nailing the 
throttle mid corner to guarantee power on 
the exit was commonplace and an art.

At the beginning of the 1977 season, Porsche 
offered the 935 to customers entering the 
World Championship for Makes, in the IMSA 
GT Championship and the DRM and that 
was when it’s legendary status really began 
to gather pace. It was fast, competitive, ultra-
reliable and was popular not just amongst 
the absolute top drivers of the time but also 
amongst rank and file wealthy owner drivers. 
It formed the basis for some very interesting 
modifications too and over time teams 

like Kremer and Joest had development 
programmes  that spawned some 
outrageous aerodynamics and engine 
power. Porsche too, developed its own 
factory versions including ‘Moby Dick’, a 
long tailed version of the car and a ‘Baby’ 
version of the car with a much smaller 
engine capacity. That car was demonstrated 
at the New Zealand Festival of Motor Racing 
celebrating Porsche at Hampton Downs in 
2016.

During the late seventies and early eighties, 
each major race (and it was more in the 
USA and DRM) included at least five or six 
Porsche 935s and some very notable drivers 
raced the car.

In 1982 Alan Jones, the 1980 Formula One 
World Champion, drove a 935 to victory in 
the 1982 Australian GT Championship. Jones 
was unbeaten for the whole season. The 1983 
Australian GT Championship was won by the 
same 935 which Jones drove to the 1982 title, 
this time in the hands of touring car driver 
Rusty French. As a reward for his win in the 
1983 championship, French was given a drive 
with Kremer Racing at the 1984 24 Hours 
of Le Mans where he finished 9th outright 
with Tiff Needell and David Sutherland in 
a 956. At the end of the year in the Sports 
Car/GT Challenge support races for the 1983 
Australian Grand Prix, Jones, driving a 935 K4 
imported to Australia from America by John 
Fitzpatrick racing especially for the meeting, 
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easily won both 15 lap races. Italian driver 
Gianpiero Moretti, founder of Momo Wheels, 
finished 4th in each race driving the Moby Dick 
version of the 935.

It was also undefeated in the German DRM 
between 1977 and 1979, posted victories in 
the IMSA GTX class, and won many races 
on the famous Nürburgring Nordschleife, 
including three 1000km Nürburgring. The 935 
also took Porsche to victory in the FIA World 
Championship for Makes each year from 1976 
to 1979. In 1980 and 1981, Lancia won the title 
with their Beta Montecarlo 1.4t, by regularly 
winning the sub 2.0 L category, and occasionally 

defeating Porsche in the big category.
Like most good things in motor racing back 
in that era, it didn’t last and the dominance of 
the 935 ended with changes in the FIA rules 
which came into effect in 1982, replacing the 
six numbered groups with only three groups, 
namely A, B and C. 

After Group 5 was discontinued by FIA after 
1982, the 935 continued to race in IMSA’s GTP 
category, usually entered by smaller privateer 
names, who were not permitted by IMSA 
regulations to race the new Group C 956 
because of the foot box location relative to the 
front axle (foot box was ahead, in violation of 

the IMSA rule where it must be behind the front 
axle). Due to this, the 962 was introduced to the 
US market in 1984, fitted with the 935 air-cooled 
single-turbo engine. 

By 1985 the days of the 935 were mostly over, as 
it could hardly be modified to a ground effect 
design even with a tube frame chassis, with the 
rear-mounted flat 6 prohibiting a diffuser, an 
issue which has affected almost all racing 911 
and variants ever since.

The last major victory for the 935 was in the 1984 
12 Hours of Sebring in the IMSA GTP class against 

purpose built prototypes. The 935 made its final 
international appearances in two races in 1986.  

Its track life never stopped though, and it can still 
be seen on the track throughout North America 
and Europe even today in historic racing and hill 
climbs.

A true endurance legend.
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IDLING WITH ONE 
OF OUR GREATS

09 - SPEEDWORKS

NIERDC - You’ve been a New Zealand 
motorsport icon for some time now – 
what is it about the endurance racing 
scene that keeps you coming back to 
race?

JM - The endurance scene has become 
the default tier one of circuit racing in NZ. 
The cars, drivers and teams involved are 

at the highest level of NZ motorsport. I 
particularly like the quick fire nature of the 
race meetings. Practice Friday and then 
qualifying and the race on Saturday. It just 
makes so much more sense being at track 
for two days.

A stalwart of New Zealand motorsport for approaching two decades, multiple 
domestic champion John McIntyre is never afraid of trying something new, and 
loves his racing as much as he ever did. One of the big names in NZ endurance 
racing, we caught up with Johnny Mac to talk endurance racing and GT cars.

JOHN MCINTYRE
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NIERDC - What do you like about the 
current generation of GT type cars that 
you race now compared to the V8s that 
are such a big part of your previous 
successes?

JM - I like everything about the GT cars! 
They are a real pleasure to drive and have 
almost none of the handling shortcomings 
of a touring car. Don’t get me wrong, a 
good touring car is loads of fun to drive. 
But a GT3 car is challenging because you 
need a few new skills to try and master 
them and get the best lap times from 
them. Every race driver loves driving the 
fastest car they can and I am no exception.

NIERDC - How similar or differently do you 
approach an endurance race compared 
to a sprint race?

JM - I have almost forgotten what it’s 
like to do a sprint race, last one was in V8 
SuperTourers in 2013. But yes the prep is 
very different. Much of it is about supporting 
your co-driver and trying maximise both 
of your performances to have the lowest 
average lap time in the race. Endurance 
fitness is very important for these races as 
you can be at sprint race pace in the car for 
two hours.

NIERDC - What do you think is the key to 
being a winner in NZ endurance racing?

JM - You need to start with a strong driver 
combination and a car that is within 1 
second of the ultimate race pace. The team 
in the pit lane are really the most crucial 
part. To prepare a GT3 car for a 3 hour race 

takes a lot of ability, precision and hard 
work. And then not only are our mechanics 
and engineers needed pre-race, they must 
execute the pit stops better than anyone 
else in the lane, as the competition is so 
close.

NIERDC - You always seem so motivated 
every time you go out and race, how do 
you maintain that enthusiasm in a long 
career?

JM - It's quite simple. To be able to race in 
GT cars or any type of car is a real privilege 
and I never forget that. I am motivated to 
stay racing at a high level for as long as I 
can. I simply love racing.

NIERDC - What's been your highlight 
so far in the endurance stage of your 
career? And why?

JM - I would say winning the 2016 3 Hour 
Title with Inky Tulloch in the big Camaro at 
Hampton Downs. Inky was 65 at the time 
and only now do you start to realise how 
well he drove that car at his age. We all 
worked extremely hard to develop that car 
and the team executed that race perfectly. 

NIERDC - One NZ track and which car? 
Why?

JM - Pukekohe in my old NZV8 Falcon. 
I think although those cars were really 
compromised in handling and didn't 
have a huge amount of power, it was a 
very enjoyable lap in one of those when 
everything clicked.



TEETHING TROUBLE
FOR PENNY HOMES
ASTON MARTIN AMR 
VANTAGE GT3 IN NIERDC 
'22 SEASON OPENER
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Murphy explained. “The RaceLab crew 
didn’t have a lot of time to prepare the 
car and did an amazing job with such 
limited time, and we knew it was going 
to be a matter of just getting straight 
out there and learning as much as 
possible, as quickly as we could. We 
were quite fortunate we didn’t have 
any major issues during practice, so 
we did get that time to really focus on 
getting comfortable with the new car 
and finding our footing.”

The success of Friday’s practice session 
carried over into the following day, with 
Murphy setting the 3rd fastest time of 
the 30 minute session.

The 3-hour endurance race was 
another story, however. Penny piloted 
the Aston Martin for the first stint but 
just before the first scheduled pit stop 
an issue with the cars low fuel alarm 
left him seemingly stranded on the 
side of the track. Running on fumes, he 
was eventually able get the V8 Vantage 
back to the pits.

“We were very much in the hunt up 
until that point, but that put us two laps 
down and was ultimately what cost us,” 
Penny says.

20-year-old Murphy came away from 
the first race feeling positive despite 
the hurdles faced. “It was a really 
enjoyable experience for me and it was 
a weekend with a lot of firsts. Pukekohe 
is an exciting track to race at and it’s also 
very high risk, so you definitely have to 
be cautious and very methodical in the 
way you approach it.

“The car was incredible to drive though 
– I’ve never driven something with that 
much power or downforce. It has a lot 
of potential which we’re yet to unlock.”

Drivers John Penny and Ronan Murphy 
are feeling optimistic about the 
remaining races in the 2022 Golden 
Homes North Island Endurance series, 
despite things getting off to a bumpy 
start at the opening round at Pukekohe 
Park, writes Taryn Kelly.

The duo made their co-driving debut in 
an Aston Martin AMR Vantage V8 GT3, 
sponsored by Penny Homes and Aston 
Martin Auckland, and were able to adapt 
quickly to the new car despite it only 
having arrived into the country a week 
prior.

“It was almost straight out of the 
container and onto the race track,” 
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A LAP  OF TAUPO WITH 
CHRIS VAN DER DRIFT
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He’s one of the best endurance and GT racers 
in this part of the world and these days, as 
well as being one the biggest guns racing on 
the domestic scene, Chris van der Drift is a 
dad, a driver coach and runs growing karting 
operation Veloce Karting out of his Hamilton 
base. 

He’s also got a long association with Taupo and 
racing there.. Strap up tight and take a ride 
around the track with #fearthedrift

“To start a lap of Taupo you have a short straight 
before heading into Turn 1, this corner is pretty 
wide but there is only one real “racing line” here 
which you need to hug the inside quite early on 
and keep it all the way to the left. The pit exit 
is coming right out onto the track at the apex 
so you always need to keep a watchful eye you 
don’t run into another car during the pit stops. 

“From the exit here it lines you up for the next 
chicane that is a right-left combination and 
which is going uphill, so it’s super important 
that you keep your rolling speed high, normally 
climbing all over the curbs help here to straight 
line it as much as you can. 

“Moving now onto one of my favourite corners 
which is a 90 degree right hander which is 
totally blind and fast, if you can’t make the apex 
here and carry to much speed it’s pretty much 
certain you will be escorted into the gravel trap 
so it’s super important you nail this one. Once 
you have the car in the right position gravity 
and speed naturally pushes you wide onto the 
exit curbs and not long after you touch them it’s 
time for some heavy braking to make the next 
right hairpin. Again here the track is quite wide 
but there is only one line which is hugging the 
inside curb all the way around. 

“You now have another short straight where you 
get up through the gears, before heading into 
the carousal banked left hander. What’s tricky 
about this corner is that right before the braking 
zone you have a right hand kink you need to 
navigate at speed before hitting the brake 
pedal, if you get this wrong and your car gets 
out of shape the chance of going straight ahead 
into the gravel trap is high. There are a couple 
options here of line but whatever you do the exit 
is key as it turns into the second longest straight 
(although it’s a big long left hand turn).

“The next corner is the fastest of the track, a 90 
degree right with some added bumps makes it 
exciting. This is when you realise if you have had 
your ‘brave’ pills that morning. 

“For the back section of the circuit you are really 
motoring along as you head into the left hand 
loop, on entry the corner is super wide and 
then tightens up before heading onto the back 
straight. There are a couple line options here 
that work - but the number one priority here is 
the exit onto the straight, put a wheel off or take 
a bit long to get to the power then you will be 
paying for it all the way down the straight. 

“As you wave to the fans on the right hand bank 
you arrive at the last corner complex which is a 
left, right, left combo. The first left almost isn’t a 
corner as you brake as you arrive at it, this then 
puts you right on the curb on the right hand 
side all while still trying to slow your car down 
you then quickly hook left and keep a tight line 
before getting on the power as quick as you can 
to finish the lap at Taupo Motorsport Park. “
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GET YOUR NIERDC  
ENTRIES IN, THE 
CLOCK IS TICKING!
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ENTER
NOW
The clock is ticking on the next round of the Golden Homes 
North Island Endurance Championship at the Taupo Motor-
sport Park and we want the weekend to be bigger and better 
than Pukekohe, but with the same great racing.

There are Three, Two and One Hour races and classes within 
those codes to suit you and your car.  

You can enter easily by adding your details to the entry lists on 
the three links below.

You know you want to.
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeJvVvPsDK_nKCGeBwG-TJW4fk_Ga8-qYepUKQ4NmDHo0hCOA/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfZSRuc5fQocLk_s8cIK3y8jpGFSXTj1i2L4U7jcV3ycHuxZg/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSdKsBf-GSaPyS2tH8me-K1CpdfYOijr-ZAmt_XhPuwoWlUQCg/viewform


WANT TO WATCH?
17 - SPEEDWORKS

Spectator tickets for all forthcoming Speed Works Events motorsport meetings 
are available for purchase online at Eventfinda. 

GOLDEN HOMES NORTH 
ISLAND ENDURANCE 
SERIES ROUND 2 TICKETS
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CLICK HERE TO PURCHASE TICKETS ONLINE

https://www.eventfinda.co.nz/2022/north-island-endurance-round-two/taupo/tickets


MITCH EVANS
FORMULA E
CHAMPIONSHIP
CHALLENGE IN 
FULL SWING

Mitch Evans is aiming to maintain the 
momentum from the past couple of 
rounds of the 2021-22 ABB FIA Formula 
E World Championship season – his 
strongest in the category to date.

The Jaguar TCS Racing driver took a 
double victory in the Rome E-Prix and 
followed that up with a second place in 
the Monaco E-Prix, with Evans only nine 
points behind championship leader 
Stoffel Vandoorne heading into the Berlin 
E-Prix. 

Although he remains in a very strong 
championship position, Evans says that 
despite the good run of results, there 
are always things to improve on, and he 
is keen to do just that this weekend in 
Germany.

“Monaco was another strong weekend 
for me and I’m delighted I could bring 
home another trophy for the team,” said 
Evans. “That said, there is always room for 
improvement and I’m keen to build on 
the positive momentum.
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The Motul Honda Cup is spreading its 
wings with a new production based 
class for 2.4 litre cars and it's getting 
the vtec ball rolling by building the 
first three cars itself.

The category has purchased four 2.4 
litre, six speed Honda CL9 Accord Euros 
which are being fitted with a Schedule 
A compliant roll cage. One is already 
sold, with two more for sale and the final 
one which will be used for a part funded 

HONDA CUP REVS 
UP FOR 2023 WITH 
NEW 2.4 LITRE 
PRODUCTION CLASS
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scholarship project. The cars only require 
a seat and harness to go racing.

The class will sit alongside the smaller 
capacity N1 class and will also introduce 
more contemporary racing Hondas to 
the championship which still has Civics 
and Integras as its bedrock.

"With the very popular, very impressive 
but very cost effective Honda 2.4 litre 
motor fitted, these cars represent a 
great way to get into racing," explained 
Honda Cup's Martin Dunn, who races a 
similar car in the series (pictured) and is 
masterminding the project.

"For racing in the M1 category, there 
will only be minimum changes allowed 
to the specification of the car, but they 

represent a great starting point where a 
driver can gradually modify the car and 
develop it down known paths using well 
tried and tested parts and upgrades. 

There is no reason the cars could not be 
immediate class or race winners, and be 
developed into very fast Honda Cup cars. 
They will also be perfect for the winter 
two hour races in the North Island 
Endurance championship."

The cars have been built by long-time 
Honda Cup racer and Honda mechanic 
Andrew Johnson and will be introduced 
for the 2022-2023 season where the 
Honda Cup will run all of its rounds 
within the Speed Works Motorsport 
Championship series.



2022-23
SEASON
Speed Works is planning a new-look busy motorsport season 2022-23

Speed Works is currently confirming the 2022-23 calendar with fully subscribed events headlined by 
Rodin Cars Super GT along with a new and exciting V8 class, Muscle cars, GTRNZ, V8 Utes, Mazda Racing, 
Honda Cup, Formula First, BMW Series, and MINI 7.

The Rodin Cars Super GT class has proven to be popular with not only the public but a number of new 
competitiors looking to join the field this season to complete a capacity grid of 30 cars. 

Speed Works will be running a new weekend format that will run accross a two day weekend with 
emphasis on action packed Sunday racing, details to be released soon.

Draft dates and venues have already been confirmed and Speed Works' Geoff Short expects the full 
calendar, with confirmed classes, to be announced imminently.
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FULLLY 
SUBSCRIBED

CALENDAR  
SET TO BE 

CONFIRMED 
FOR THE 

SUMMER
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